
Samos Fact Sheet 
 
 
Throughout 2018, Samos island received the second largest number of refugees crossing the Aegean Sea 
seeking asylum in Europe.  Since the March 20, 2016 EU-Turkey deal, Samos, along with the other islands of 
Chios, Lesvos, Kos and Leros, transformed from transient landing spot into detention islands.  The refugee 
camp on Samos was designed to house 650 people, but currently has around 4,500 asylum seekers living in 
deplorable conditions.   In contrast to the other islands the camp is adjacent to the city of Samos (also known 
as Vathy or Vathi). 
 
The Nest-Samos was created in partnership with Action for Education (AFE) and is about a 10 minute walk 
from the Camp.   AFE runs an education center with programs focused on refugee youth between 18 and 23 
years old.  The center is known as the “Banana House,” and is 2 doors away from the Nest. 
 
If you stay at any of the hotels in town there is no need to rent a car.  If you arrive by air there are always taxis 
waiting whenever flights are arriving.  The fare from the airport to town is approximately 30€.  If you arrive by 
ferry, the port is a very short (3 minute) cab ride to the center of town.  Be forewarned that it is a 10 hour 
ferry trip that arrives in Samos at 3am. 
 
If you choose to rent a car be aware that Greek agencies require an International Driving Permit (IDP) - 
available at AAA (membership not required) - 2 passport photos + $20.  There are a number of agencies with a 
presence at the airport including Enterprise & Hertz. 
 
Hotels (vary from 20-40€/night): 

• Kriton Hotel – Ulla is a gracious host who appreciates the work volunteers are doing on the island 
• Hotel Bonis – run by a nice Polish couple – their English is a bit weak 
• Emily Hotel – referred by Samos Volunteers 
• Paradise Hotel – referred by Samos Volunteers 
• You can also check Airbnb 

 
Food & Drink 
• Joy - open all day - burgers, crepes… 
• Stone House - excellent Greek food - veggie friendly - dinner only 
• CorTo - Taxi ride up the hill from town - excellent view and Spanish tapas 
• Piazza Pizza - Good enough  
• My Falasophy - falafels and more 
• Coffee Lab or Coffee Island for the best coffee in town 
 
Phone Service: We recommend that you purchase a plan from your carrier that provides international voice, 
texting and data.  Otherwise your ability to communicate will be subject to WiFi availability.  Here is a link with 
a comparison of carrier offerings:  
       https://www.whistleout.com/CellPhones/Guides/global-roaming-which-carrier-is-best  
 
WhatsApp is the preferred method of communication, so before you leave install the app on your phone, set 
up an account and familiarize yourself with how it works. 
 

 


